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CAD Concepts Inc. (CCI) has grown tremendously since its inception in 1984.
Joyce K Johnson continues to lead her company's development, pushing
forward to be ahead of the curve in industry innovation and technology
applications for the AECO (architecture, engineering, construction, and
operations) sectors.   Because of the growth and expansion from what CAD
Concepts Inc. once was (a CAD and GIS drafting service provider) into what
CCI is now as a business leader in all aspects of engineering and construction
consulting, the company has created focused business divisions to better
serve their clients and deliver the same top-notch, on-time, on-budget services
while applying innovative technology solutions to common industry
challenges.      CAD Concepts Inc. will continue to provide engineering design
and construction visualization technology services through the three focused
divisions: CCI Engineering Services, PDBiM, and NEXI3.
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CCI Engineering Services (which CCI has already been doing
business as) will continue to provide crucial AECO
consulting services such as Civil Design, CACI, Reality
Capture, and GIS and CAD drafting.  NEXI3 is the R&D
thought and discovery lab focused on developing the
industry innovations and best practices that CCI and their
clients rely on to keep pushing their respective industry
sectors to be more efficient and effective.   Finally, PDBiM
will focus on CCI's "vertical" projects and clients by working
to Plan. Design. Build. Integrate. and Maintain. facilities and
infrastructure.  This business division houses CCI's BIM
Process services such as Modeling and Best Practices
Implementation, Life Cycle Asset Management Integration,
and other related services.  
 

While change always brings some uncertainty, it also brings
opportunities.  Joyce and the CCI Team are excited to work
to unfold new opportunities.  Visit the website for additional
information that reflects this era of continuous development
at CAD Concepts Inc.
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